1 1 Abstract 5 Whole genome duplications have played an important role in the evolution of angiosperms. 6 These events often occur through hybridization between closely related species, resulting in 7 an allopolyploid with multiple subgenomes. With the availability of affordable genotyping 8 and a reference genome to locate markers, breeders of allopolyploids now have the oppor-9 tunity to manipulate subgenomes independently. This also presents a unique opportunity 10 to investigate epistatic interactions between homeologous orthologs across subgenomes. We 11 present a statistical framework for partitioning genetic variance to the subgenomes of an al-12 lopolyploid, predicting breeding values for each subgenome, and determining the importance 13 of inter-genomic epistasis. We demonstrate using an allohexaploid wheat breeding population 14 evaluated in Ithaca, NY and an important wheat dataset previously shown to demonstrate 15 non-additive genetic variance. Subgenome covariance matrices were constructed and used 16
where µ is the population mean, E i and G j are the fixed environmental and random genetic Table A2 for scaling coefficients) with their associated standard errors in parentheses. Table 3 : Correlation of whole genome and subgenome additive effects in the CNLM population. Correlations of additive random effects without correcting for population structure are shown above the diagonal, while correlations of effects correcting for populations structure using the first k = 5 PCs is shown below the diagonal. Table 4 : Correlation of whole genome and subgenome additive effects in the W-GY population. Correlations of additive random effects without correcting for population structure are shown above the diagonal, while correlations of effects correcting for populations structure using the first k = 5 PCs is shown below the diagonal. 0.520 (0.012) 0.475 (0.023) 0.373 (0.013) 0.486 (0.012) a Mean genomic prediction accuracy across ten replicates of five fold cross validation. b Standard deviation of prediction accuracy across ten replicates are shown in parentheses.
Prediction accuracy
Including epistasis kernels significantly improved genomic prediction accuracy for all 344 traits except GY and E2 (Table 5 ). Subgenome models had either comparable or slightly 345 lower mean prediction accuracy than whole genome models for all traits except HD, for which 346 subgenome models had superior accuracy. The variability in the prediction accuracy based 347 on the individuals sampled was either the same (GY and TW) or lower (PH and HD) for the 348 epistatic models compared to the additive models in the CNLM population, but was similar 349 in the W-GY population ( Table 5 ). The variability in prediction accuracy was increased for 350 the subgenome models compared to the whole genome models in the W-GY population for 351 some traits (E2 and E3), but was either the same or decreased in the the CNLM population.
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Sub−Genome Effect Whole Genome EffectWhole Genome Effect (Table 5 ). This was not the case for the W-GY population, where many of the SGEBV 366 effect correlations increased by up to 0.21.
367
Variance components generally decreased as k was increased from 0 to 10 ( Figure 6 ).
368
Ranks of additive variance components relative to one another were stable for most traits, 369 while epistatic variance components were more sensitive to changes in k. Significant epistatic 370 variance component rank changes occurred for the PH, TW and E4 traits. For PH, the A×D 371 term was comparable in magnitude with the additive variance components for A and D when 372 k = 0, but declined as k increased. The reduction in A×D variance for PH was accompanied 373 by an increase in both the A×B and B×D terms. Similarly, a decline in A×B variance was 374 followed by an increase in B×D for TW and A×D for E4 as k was increased.
375
Correlations of variance component estimates were calculated from the average informa-376 tion matrix for models k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10} ( Supplementary Figures S2 and S3 ). Here we assumed that the subgenome effects are independent, but this is clearly not 406 the case. Generally, we can express the genetic variance due to the three sub genomes as 407 Var (vec([g A g B g D ])) = S ⊗ J n K, where S is the subgenome covariance matrix, J is an 408 n × n matrix of ones for n genotypes, and K is the additive relationship matrix for within 409 and across subgenomes. In this report, we have assumed that S is diagonal with S ii = σ 2 i 410 for the i th subgenome, and K is a block diagonal with the i th diagonal block represented by 411 the subgenome additive covariance matrix.
An unstructured covariance matrix, S, could be estimated, with correlation coefficients 413 between subgenomes. The subgenome effects would be allowed to have a correlation such
However, it is unclear what the covariance structure should be between subgenomes (e.g.
416
K AB ). If consensus haplotypes from uniquely identifiable sequences could be determined 417 with two or more alleles segregating in at least two subgenomes, a covariance across the 418 subgenomes could be constructed. Polymorphisms that predate speciation would be used to 419 identify the consensus haplotypes, while post speciation polymorphisms would be used to 420 identity the subgenome origin. Individuals would then receive a score based on the number 421 of consensus haplotypes they have in common between two subgenomes. This could prove 422 to be a formidable challenge given the evolutionary time between the subgenome ancestors.
The Hadamard product of the two additive covariance matrices is a tempting candidate for 424 these off diagonal blocks, however, this would substitute a correlation coefficient between 425 additive effects in place of an epistatic variance. It is unclear to these authors if epistasis a large interaction, such that one pair of alleles is selected. Once one locus becomes fixed, all 450 remaining variance is due to seggregation at the other locus, and becomes strictly additive.
451
The low joint frequency is magnified in the three way interactions, likely causing the inability 452 to detect any three way epistatic interaction signal between the three subgenomes.
453
This is also apparent in the reduction of additive variance components upon the addition 454 of epistatic terms to the model. These components were often estimated to be rather large 455 compared to the additive components, but did not change the final whole genome value 456 drastically. This suggests that the additive terms absorb much of the epistatic variance in 457 the absence of the epistatic kernels.
458
The A×B epistatic terms were the most important for many of the traits, reflecting the 459 greater genetic variation of these two subgenomes. Subgenome interaction terms including 460 the D genome were notably more important for traits known to have important loci on the 461 D genome. PH is partially governed by two dwarfing genes, Rht-1D and Rht-1B on 4B and 462 4D, respectively. These two genes have been shown to exhibit a less than additive epistatic 463 interaction, where the double wildtype is less tall than expected based on the additive effects 464 of the two semi dwarfs from the double dwarf. The B×D term was large for PH, particularly 465 after correction for population structure. Population structure is common for these genes, 466 as breeding programs primarily utilize one or the other dwarfing gene to avoid producing 467 double dwarfs during crossing, which are agronomically undesirable. had missing values for GY were dropped, resulting in 9,090 plots with GY measurements. Figure A1 ), no more than 30% missing scores, and no more than 801 10% heterozygous calls were kept for the following analyses. Then individuals with greater 802 than 20% heterozygous calls and individuals with more than 50% missing genotype calls 803 were excluded from the dataset. The process was repeated iteratively, starting by filtering 804 on markers until the number of markers and genotypes converged. This resulted in 11,604 805 available GBS markers distributed throughout the three subgenomes ( Figure A2 ). Of the 61 Figure S3 : Correlation of variance component estimates derived from the average information from the model fit for models correcting for population structure with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10} principal components for four traits in the W-GY population.
